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 hamishi, very sorry to hear this. is 
there something i can help you   with?
hey hamishi, we’re sorry to hear this. 
let us know what has happened as 
we’d like to look to see   if we can 
help. thanks.
hamishi, sounds like we’ve let you 
down. what have we done? we’d 
certainly like to fix it for you. 
hamishi, oh no! how can i help out 
with  this?
hamishi, we’re sorry.
hamishi, i would like to know what 
happened. hamishi, please email. 
we’d like to  help.



hamishi, whats going on, how can we 
help? let us know. hamishi, oh no, 
whats going  on?
hamishi, not what we like to hear. can 
we help? hamishi, oh dear, is there 
something we can help with? 
hamishi, we’re sorry, what has  
happened?
hamishi, what happened.
hamishi, sorry to hear about it, be  
well.
hamishi, sorry for the frustration, how 
can we assist you? hamishi, is there 
something we can help you  with?
hamishi, would you mind telling us 
what happened, we’d like to help as 
much as possible. hamishi, we’re 
sorry you experienced  difficulties.



hamishi, keen to see how we can help 
from here - what exactly has 
happened? hamishi, sorry to hear this. 
can we assist with  anything?
hamishi, sorry to hear this. is there 
anything i can do to  help?

i’m so so sorry, it’s 2014 (2014)
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African Background 183cm x Winter 
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Rights (Collaboration), (1991-2013) 
Geographic Location of Artist’s 
Birth, Australian  Lifestyle
Size Variable Is This Good Enough to 
Publish, 2013 Self      Critique,      
Brazen Dimensions Variable 
I Am A Very Insincere Person (2013) 
Unfair and Impossible Statement 
Dimensions Variable

I          Am          a          Dishonest          
Person,          2013 Self Critique, 
Impossible Statement, Fake  
Acknowledgement



Social Impact of Statement  Variable 
My Lingering Africanness  (2013)
Unresolved Ethnicity, Identity Crisis 
Waiting to Happen Dimensions 
Variable

David and Goliath (2013)
Brad Troemel deleting Hamishi from 
Facebook Dimensions Variable

I Hereby Relinquish The Digital or 



Physical Space This Artwork Resides 
In To The Wurundjeri People (2013)

Legal Notice Dimensions Variable





%
i’m going to spend the next hour not 
noticing anything.



 
things would be easier if i grew up in 
a very linear way.

every plant i own dies but i feel i 
have so much life inside of me, am i 
absorbing these plants lives? do i 
have to live out their hopes and 
dreams as well as my own?

when i clean my body; i think about 
all the things i could do. i like to think 
i have a lot of potential not because i 
am ambitious but because if i keep on 
thinking that way when i reach my 
destination i can act surprised.
i like to imagine being very good at 
codes or being a postal worker that 
has few houses he feels welcome in



i like to imagine being a 
contemporary aboriginal artist who 
doesn't have to be political i like to 
imagine being so beautiful i could 
only go fuck myself
i like to imagine being a curator and 
having a light lunch

i like to imagine creating a phone app 
that you log into when you are feeling 
lonely and it shows you how close 
other lonely people are in meters.

here are some potential questions for 
google: you don't know me



why did you ruin images?

overall i think art wants progress

so as an artist this question for google 
makes me wonder if human progress 
is mutually exclusive to art
as a vessel for life i am completely 
non plussed

that is a very banal statement but i 
think simply being a vessel for life is 
very banal



mission impossible 2 made enough 
money to buy all 4 versions of the 
scream at auction

halo 3 made enough money to 
irreparably break the mona lisa and 
cover all insurance costs
grand theft auto 4 could buy the mona 
lisa with it's first week's wage

maybe grand theft auto 5's 
commercial goal is to hammer the 
nail in the coffin once and for all
maybe art is just a compliment for 
being thoughtful

entire my life so far has been an 
ongoing performance work entitled 
"not being in new york" this could be 



the best thing that's ever happened

i see the vlc logo quite often in real 
life, usually in the context of 
infrastructure upgrades and wonder if 
my city is trying to make a profound 
metaphor interchanging film formats 
with race or religion

as a male half african artist making 
work in australia i feel like my 
marginalization level is perfectly 
neutral
imagine world peace for white people 
only, now take a look outside and 
smile, i'm not trying to say anything 
here i just think staring and smiling is 
a surprisingly selfless act



why isn't queen latifah on our money?

why aren't white girls in porn called 
ivory?

oooooooooooooooo

it's interesting that the sound i just 
made doesn't sound anything like hip 
hop?

it was the noise all of the lost letter 
"o"s from the word "young" in 
rapper's names

i look forward to a day when i 
understand what i mean by "having 
dealt with my africanness"



in primary school my class was 
taught body language, i'm not sure 
when my arrogant streak emerged but 
i wonder if how these lessons have 
impacted or potentially limited new 
relationships with people

i think not wanting to participate in 
society is a very mundane thought, 
despite that, here is a self critique:
each day some people wake up and 
try to have more money than they had 
yesterday, it's 5:01pm and maybe i'll 
never go to sleep again



 breakfast lunch and dinner are just 
guidelines, you can do whatever you 
want

i like to think i'm the limit of food 
potential, anything less likely than me 
to be eaten will almost definitely 
never be food.
which makes me some food who is 
trying very hard to love and be honest 
which is a very grounding thought

I'm walking around the city looking 
for a gallery i respect to go do a shit 



in their toilets, i have an adequate self 
worth which is reflected even in my 
attitude towards my toilet behaviour. i 
hope you respect this exhibition 
enough to go empty your bowel in the 
toilets available. thats all the i want 
from you. maybe you could get some 
good thinking done in there, my work 
is best viewed before and after a shit; 
it is less subjective.

"The recycled computer has its 
cultural and technological origins in 
the discarded computer"

i am an internet miracle

i want to be so physically large it 
would be impossible for me not be 



prime minister, but i think i would 
buckle under the pressure

i want to click a link titled "incredible 
photos in the wild that prove animals 
get anxious, guilt themselves into 
working too hard and lose track of 
who they are" so i can convince 
myself i



am really living

i will accept that i am going to die, 
but only on the grounds that i become 
a strand of floating spider web that 
for a moment catches a glint of light 
and fading back into the void/the 
folds of your periphery
i want my soul to be as arrogantly 
graceful as i’m not.



if you are reading this you’re a 
painter

here are some ideas for paintings:



cont. Lines
A contentious tweet written by 
someone else The everyday
A        naked        tween A 
taxidermied family dog The sublime
Your own name "Internet culture"
A pattern you found on google 
Henchmen contemplating their job 
The end of time Anthropomorphised 
guns
Memes from 2010 An epson printer
A beautiful girl with stink lines A 
hedge spelling something Your 
friend's soul
The non-white plight Gravity
Pile of coat hangers The old 
switcharoo The bass



A weed leaf hiding behind another 
leaf The first google image results for  
"artist"
Your next door neighbours you don't 
know very well from memory Cats
Your mum's tinder profile



Yoda
A self portrait as a buzzfeed listicle 
The phrase "Time 2 Die!"
Someone    playing    bongos    with    
iPads The Simpsons hanging out with 
your real family An emotive painterly 
alien
Crop circles
Anything huge to show off your  
masculinity
Some swooshy marks but not exactly 
the Nike swoosh A few different 
sized squares
Alt Comics cont.



A C.F. "bite"
A printout of a Richter Being  a  
woman Being a black woman
An eaten corn cob inside a toilet  roll
A loss of innocence in a gesturally 
naive way Two very different people 
doing the same thing Orange juice in 
a cereal bowl
Misinvested lust and passion
A butt with an important art historical 
painting on it The crucial first step to 
a prosperous  friendship
An embarrassing portrait of a gallerist 
you'd like to show with A painterly 
emoticon
A mosquito trying to suck blood from 
your computer Eminem
8 glasses of water



Pokemon hanging out with black  
people
A .psd icon floating in average priced 
champagne 3 and a half Weet Bix in 
water
A souvlaki on the floor
A book with punctuation marks 
around it   The movie poster to a fake 
Jeff Koons biopic A fly on the wall
A room full of printers Selfie culture
An indicator of double edged success 
Comedians calling the suicide hotline 
The whole Gagosian stable in a Prius 
Sweat on an iPhone
Vagina with iPod mini



20,000 tweets and 4 followers
Post sadness
12 screenshots from a 9 second 
snapchat Your inner child
Your outer child A neo expression 
Your house
A visualisation of your desired future 
cont.
Nothing
A kettle boiling iced tea A 
minorpiece
A sky with swirly stars
A close up comparison of soda water 
and boiling  water
A wife looking down on her 
unawares husband in disdain Egg 
shells that have fallen into cracked  
eggs



A guitar under a doona cover
Self portrait as a neck tattoo on your 
crush's neck Fridge and car door seals 
on a tiled  floor
Some carefree squiggles
A piece of fruit the wrong colour  A 
little splotch of red in the corner No 
money
Pears in shoes all squished Yourself 
into a corner
Google maps from the gallery to your  
house
Google maps from the gallery to the 
bank and back to the gallery Alternate 
designs for Mike Tyson's face  tattoo
NBA players talking about their 
resentments Patriarchy
A Filipino family playing music  
together



A borrowed plant with a little bit of 
damage you feel guilty about Family 
photo on a fridge with celeb in the  
background
Hi hats
An all-in-one home gym gift wrapped 
in twister mats A sponsorship 
contract
White guilt
A diagram of incestuousness in your 
greater art community with different 
coloured lines for sexual and 
nepotistic incests
Wifi running through a space Pure 
oxygen
The smell of wifi



Skywriting jokes
Post circumcision foreskins 
Spirituality
Patterns from your uncle's holiday  
shirts
A mowed lawn with some garbage 
bags spilling surplus grass Cashews 
in odd shapes
A blurry day Sludge
Tree with 80gsm reflex printout of 
flowers taped to it Desktop computer 
in its natural  environment
Sony
Install photos The leap of faith



Plain air: bad car crash and a driver 
dying right before you, staring into 
you with a pierce begging for your 
help not your  illustration
Frogs
Your friend's tumblr Yourself out of 
old photos
Forgeries of your more successful 
paintings The profile pictures
Kim Dotcom on a self initiated 
residency at his  bunker
Composite colour of your complexion 
every day of the year gradient 
Extravagant plastic plant with "Yes, 
They're Real"  t-shirt
MDF  pattern Your bank details
A dead person you knew's facebook 
with a new status update An Orca's 
sweat close up



A lived experience
Auto taken sleeping selfies Chocolate 
dipped in honey
Black rice pudding close up, loose 
swirly style  10 meter pile of shaved 
hair on linoleum floor Your crush's 
computer covered in ice cream Some              
sick              comics              shit An 
indicator of the "likes economy"'s 
demise Safety                                                            
Your favourite artists running next to 
Olympians A shared ethos of respect
Hyperconnectedness written in caps 
all the way around a milk carton The 
scissors cutting your parents  hair
An isolated scar on your skin 
patterned heavily A tiled pattern of a 
mosquito  bite



A lovely picture of a dear 
friend/family  member
Your own birth cont.
The wind changing False alarm 
Reasonable doubt
Pockets on the canvas to put your 
iPhones in An obviously dangerous 
kettle
Self portrait as a pioneer Self portrait 
as a pioneer Internet party
Pockets on the canvas to put your 
feelings in Proof
Fire in a hole The fire inside
The straw that broke the camels back 
in an open banana Big M A huge 
palm tree wrapped in  newspaper
A silvery hue



The stretcher, to show who you really 
are Google's secret jungle
Bing's secret Italian cafe False wall
Sand violently shooting out of the 
holes in a crocs sandal (seemingly 
forever) Dust
Dust 2
A soft spoken voice Something 
"primitive"
The sun giving a dirty look to an 
unsuspecting someone in the 
foreground Secrets
Whooshy strokes, so free Dandruff
Just the rice bits from a Crunch bar 
World peace
Australians                      A painting 
from the future
Long unbroken silk of sticky caramel 
stretching out of an iPhone 



headphones jack An ash stain on the 
canvas
Your favourite white sweater with an 
oil stain smiley face A classic 9 panel 
comic of an everyday  habit
A toilet cleaning detergent sitting 
next to a real duck Crystal skulls
cont.



Stubble on the canvas
White men making post internet  art
Hans Ulrich chucking up a burner 
with Bieber Pesto on rice
The cutest thing ever!!
The neighbor who can't say more than  
"hi"
Israeli couscous close up with 
Reebok logo in (green) morning fresh 
The .jpg icon and file name of a 
scanned handwritten  letter
You and your crush’s large intestines 
sitting side by side, indistinguishable 
A yoga mat on the horizon
A ball pit full of peach pits
Your successful artist friend's  
scribbles



A wireless router walking down the 
Grammys red carpet with its antennas 
as legs An xbox set up in an empty 
quarry (with virtua table tennis ready 
to   play)
A wish that might come true!
A possum farting a cartoon fart
Sean John jeans folded in a pile to the 
moon Latte art criticism
Disabled       logo       on       a       
honeydew  Something that adds 
nothing to an exciting dialogue  DIY                                                              
Stonehenge A zip in the canvas that 
unzips to to reveal hidden clock A 
few heartshattering marks
All the things you hoard so now you 
can get rid of  them



The phrase "I'll be there for you" as a 
reclamation of a nice sentiment 
Radiation with googly eyes
Restrained abstraction from corduroy 
Marbles
Shoes in bed
Linux penguin on hols Hat trick
Some washy colours sitting 
uncomfortably close (they might 
bleed together!!) A capcha that 
almost spells your  name
A shower curtain over a hand painted 
"Sale"  sign
Ticket inspectors on holiday, can't 
escape their job, bullying crabs on the 
beach A colour face off!
A twitter masterclass

cont.



A painting break All the small things
Self governing K9 police unit



Slowness
Using your tongue to lick the paint on 
Framing
An egg timer first telephone second 
smart phone Blue cheese
A lovely smile
An enchanted housemate
Sealed cardboard packing box with 
unspoken promise of treasure 
Everyone's black uncle
Salada biscuit bent into figure 8 Your 
shady past
The difference between slim shady 
and eminem An exhibition proposal



Success                                                             
Basketball game plan set out by 
highly respected coach The gutter
Race
Some things Your crew
A serious painting The town red
Your phone number to get dates Josh 
Smith (the NBA player) Cutest dog 
ever
Laser spirit level or sniper curator  
paranoia
There you are, alone in a window seat 
of a new Taiwanese restaurant. 
You've made it Holes all over the 
canvas with corks in  them
Everything google street view doesn't 
see! The truth that is out there
The ultimate
The smell of success



A slight gesture inferring "open your 
eyes, everything is starting to make 
sense" The perfect door jam
Bottle opener in the middle of the 
canvas Somethin arty
cont. Somethin arty
Clothes but where are the people? 
Chariot drawn by those new dog 
robots Hard yellows
Bleeding legs violet
Bone marrow grey on a X-ray 
machine silver  background



Speech bubbles of bad conversations 
around you that you're glad to not be   
in
Tartan teddy bears Sims character in 
crisis
A beautiful turkey seductively 
sprawling across a hotel bed Mud 
men
Dented table tennis balls A social 
media build up A changed man
The limit! Dark Art
A free Range Rover Oil  spill  Jesus 
Some wobbly faces
Fridge magnet words artist  statement



A lapel on the canvas for 
commemorative pins Anzac biscuits
Sport player celebrating big win with 
party poppers A haunting fence
Crowd sourced painting from jaded 
"realists" 3d selfie
Pocket lint
Tiny dirt from faces
Plein air: a bank robbery with you, 
the painter, as a distraction Dead 
relatives as genies
Very popular girl finding herself The 
other sky
Tall          poppy Divine intervention 
art Arght
Celebrated artist visibly proud of 
being Australian 2pac is out there, 
wake up



Skype date gone terribly wrong (bad 
connection, digital demons) cont.
A social media crusade
Mysterious round object wrapped in 
tin foil Deceiving                                                    
looks Snail trail (body hair) 
zigzagging around the canvas Six 
pack on loosely stretched canvas like 
rolls of fat Website falls in love
Tissues in the washing machine with 
canvas before it's stretched Oil stain 
self portrait
Combined gifts for siblings that have 
been cut in  half



Van Gogh selfie
Soft lightning Tranquility
Prisoners of thumb war Prisoner's 
tumblr
Still life
Clothes you are trying to sell
Stuff you bought on Silk Road (oops) 
Incriminating footage of popular 
white male artist Sports players who 
didn't make  it
Failure Very ethnic
Carrots in background, restrained 
love in foreground Hacking



Backhanded institutional critique 
Australia post internet
Quiet fruit
Neo modernist conceptual junk stuff 
Signature work
The ether
Living credit card Sweat shop sweat
Yet another lil arrangement of stuff 
by colour Funny art
Abstraction of not understanding 
what it feels like to have a mortgage 
Minimalist milk bar
Former child star telling all Eco 
friendliness
New combinations for all-in-one 
appliances/hardware (easy 
tech-surrealism) cont.
Someone with no water
Art you can't afford to make Blurry



Breaking the record for "best  
painting"
Art in the age of mechanical favs 
from bots Air
Another pile of clothes Another shape
Landscape with grass missing (where 
is it!?) What the internet looks like to 
Reg Mombasa Anything but horses!!!
Something near something  else



More faces
Party crowd getting nervous about 
cutting spherical cake TV Moore as 
the Bam Margera of Australian 
painting Dropped air
Sandals with a twist
Abstraction of lots of cars from birds 
eye view going very fast in all 
different directions The most 
attractive museum guard in the  
world!
DVD start menu for another painting 
you did Pair of crocs melted to the 
bonnet a  car



All ordinaries
Emoticon wrapped in skin Bruises
Not Muhammad
An overwhelming painting An 
unexpected car ride
Counting money to purchase said 
painting A banger with tomato sauce
TV movie Shoes in shoes Greys
Deep sea diver gasping for air in 
everyday life Visual livin da vida loca
A bed
Badger waiting on the phone (for 
centrelink) Your cushiony self
A telephone with ghosts (naturally) 
cont.
A telephone with ghosts (naturally) 
Eyelashes that keep going
Zipped up dicks



Getting back into something  The          
whole          club Sweat dripping all 
over my  body
Blankets from spotlight with family 
Cum is like paint
Just chillin tollbooth 
Abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz the 
alphabet!! Fun money
Old money Pisces rising up Magenta 
poo
Best friends in a pickle!



Wizards pretending
Organic paint
Very good visual memry Example of 
what
Roses and portable gaming device 
barely visible in the fog Cube of 
horse
Becoming a potted plant
A big log stopping you from getting 
close to a painting Doing your best
A chair knee deep in the bath water 
Reject selfies
2                                                                                   
fans A book that says "caught you" in 



big letters on every page Baseball 
sand
Very soft scribbles A  wet  sheep 
Dead fb likes
Rocks with some bright swishy lines 
over them Mangoes stacked to Venus
A crappy mystery Kevin
A helmet with a smiling head inside it 
100% brain power!
cont.
Old socks weaved to make a blanket 
Continental lunch
A closed bag obviously containing 
sticks Your web traffic
Soft glowing light
10 things with 60 degree angles The 
whole thing
Things you remember stealing as a 
kid A free hat



Some young people at a cafe hanging 
out and identifying as   "indie"
A visibly angry desktop computer 
(red cheeks, downward eyebrows all 
the giveaways) A smiley face out of 
gas in decadent  room
A community driven car
Loose singlet slipping off the cold 
shoulder Your own emoticon package
What you had for lunch
Push notification scaring someone 
into a heart attack Half a possum



Sugar glider sleeping under a doona 
head on pillow like a   person
"Who's fucking tonight" blue  
handwriting
Person incredibly squeezing through 
crack below door  I can't believe it's 
not  collingwood
A rip
Improved                                chairs 
The clean version of your hot 
paintings Retro planking
Mischa Hollenbach's feelings
Gamers sitting together, in harmony 
with one another "Changing the 
game"
A diagram showing why you chose to 
paint on linen as opposed to other 
popular painting surfaces



Fields of fury
A very empathetic looking stare
Results from a reverse image search 
of your last painting Grey gradient 
(from grey to  grey)
The Facebook gender/race politics 
thread that finally initiates world 
peace sequence Glass of 1/2 tobacco 
1/2 milk
Lebron James written with little 
squiggly red spell check line 
underneath it cont.
The Brothers Karamazov rewritten 
with iPhone auto-correct on You X 
Angry Birds
Your ideal first born (creative  
visualisation)
Self portrait with little red spellcheck 
squiggle underneath it White



A download link to your new ep
Listicle of 10 unbelievable paintings 
that actually exist Your shoe size in 
huge  numbers
A curtain hiding the real painting Pop 
ups
The one that got away The world to 
scale
There he sits, sandwich in one hand 
and he only has one hand Polite 
statement on how to curate said 
painting into a show "PayPal 
available"
Lost socks
Round shirts for chubby kids 
Holographic bamboo
Every type of meat informative 
diagram Invoice
Pics



Expensive surfaces you'd prefer to be 
painting  on
"Remix" of a Richter lol  Apples in 
individual packaging
A cold salad in a sleeping bag cover 
instead of a bowl Thermos full of hot 
paint
Dead ppl tagged in Facebook photo 
ads Fair trade abstraction
Effortlessly hip in the club (with 
weird shapes!)  I will start making 
lots of boring  art
The  auras  of  popular  websites 
Socks with no hole to put your foot in 
A bridge looking very infrastructurey 
An emotionally unavailable painting  
A cowering small family car



An absolute ripper of a painting Evil 
sunset

cont.
Jagged clouds
Dog maybe on heat
A very buff pizza delivery guy
Historical timeline of feelings (when 
certain feelings became prevalent, 
first person to feel it etc)  A canvas 
wearing a coat like a  person
Wall of biscuits with racist  graffiti
Data stuck inside a USB panicking 
and feeling claustrophobic Frond 
emerging from dry ice
Series of knees A yellowy dollop
Using your thighs, slapping the paint 
on the canvas (maybe record it for ppl 
to sample in hit records)



A line from the start of the painting to 
the end More internet squiggles
A briefcase inside an empty fireplace 
(suspicious) Router with stink lines 
(they represent  wifi)
Pool with different sections of 
different coloured water A guy who 
really looks like a lowercase  "e"
A block of cheese with holes that 
make it look crosseyed A woman's 
touch
A lemon that looks like a normal 
lemon but tastes exactly like lime A 
fresh thought, then a fresher  thought
A businessman kicking a carton of 
flavoured milk all the way   home
A surprised art collector (the face 
they would make in reaction to seeing 
a painting   of



themselves, activating the work upon 
viewing  it)
A huge t-shirt (10 meters) to maybe 
encourage ppl to grow huge lmao
Weet Bix in a toaster and a drum roll 
somehow  inferred
A misleading and dishonest legend to 
iconography in your old paintings A    
very    loud    piss    that    wakes    up    
the    whole    suburb  Crowd camo 
(pictures of people instead of natural  
textures)
Pattern of fences



A very delicate painting, so much so 
that the owner's life is dedicated to 
preserving it A subzero salad
The children of the last 
anthropomorphic painting you did 
Biggest tupperware babushka  ever
A            letter            to            your            
old            drug            dealers  
Painting that repaints itself every 
month (but you have to put a drop 
sheet down) cont.
Your painting clothes stretched onto 
stretchers Chubby air
Popular white male artists laughing 
alone with money A sneak peek at 
what said painting could've  been
A nipple in the freezer (for later)
A cloud that looks like it says "top 10 
understateed gestres" but not quite An 



interesting fact macro that somehow 
never  ages
A violently beautiful feeling in a 
small cleanly ruled box on the bottom 
right corner of the canvas A ladder 
going through a rock
A ladder going through a rock
Small pet with incredible ability of 
untangling cables A mans acidic 
cologne wafting toward the viewers 
Faux caviar with sweat as central 
ingredient Accidentally rewrite reena 
spauldings on the  canvas
Xzibit talking to friend with bottom 
caption saying "yo dog you smell like 
soda water" Malcolm Turnbull 
sponsored by Dominoes  Pizza
The colour of your rival's aura as 
backdrop for still life of everyday 



objects you can't stand A very hot 
white canvas (heater behind the  
linen)
Your iPhone trapped in giant block of 
ice with 20 push notes Packed 
restaurant that uses iPads instead of  
plates
Model citizen in hiding
A petition to sell said painting 
Centrelink stock photo
One of your old paintings printed on 
plates, lunch boxes, cakes etc Choc 
tops in condoms
A cool breeze wearing sunnies
Some zigzaggy lines maybe like 
simple  stairs



Some swooshy dry yellows and 
greens with a black squiggle that your 
grandpa would think is a
face (he thinks everything is a face) 
Blobby blobs
The 4 basic elements love together 
but which one doesn't change the 
toilet paper after finishing   a roll
A break
Over compensation
2 big flat TVs glued face to face as 
new lamp lighting tense discussion 
between lovers Fire contained inside 



of shoes (very scary fire but very well   
contained)
Your worst behaviour
A very off centre six pack (all the 
way on your side) cont.
A very off centre six pack (all the 
way on your  side)
Live tweets of making said painting 
ie "12:55 pm: just applying some blue 
text here" Ppl singing about said 
painting
Mayonnaise on a Wiz Khalifa  cd
A medium sized painting with your 
name on it A formal-cocktail painting
Painting with a knife and a list of 
demands Cloudy tufts of fluffy 
impasto daubs Painting with 
carbonated paint
I can't believe it's not post internet  art



An access all areas pass for u to chill 
by the spa in the museum yr showing 
at Yellow yellow and more yellow
A gaussian blur over a pizza Resin on 
your license
Drug dealers' phone numbers Close 
up neck
Peace
Passiona poured into socks, dripping 
through the polyester Live painting as 
fortune telling
Hair on top of the canvas and clippers 
for would be hairdressers to have a 
play Things you can print
Fake nandos meal deal Next level 
strokes
Stretched canvas around car tyres 
driving over all your wet paintings 
Piss mist



A painting of you googling me Blue, 
you can do blue
Collection of all different patterned 
straws A painting your tried so hard 
on Companionship, maybe in  
turquoise



A painting with huge eyes that can 
babysit children with it's   gaze
Corrugated iron with thick erased  
lines
A couch with hands to hold for when 
you are moving too fast  A very 
heavy ergonomic painting for 
recreational weight lifting Something 
special, maybe some metallic  
swishes
Painting that folds out off the wall 
into a very  comfortable
A painting that has reached 
singularity and decides it only really 
wants to help you come up with 
excuses
cont.



A painting that imbues you with the 
feeling of travel, that feeling A big 
cartoon paintbrush cropped tightly  
(obviously)
Someone                     clipping                     
their                     nails                     
everyday Painted canvas rolled onto 
toilet paper roll on separate dispenser 
next to your real roll of toilet paper 
for quiet toilet  contemplation
Red                                                                       
coke An attempt to integrate hues that 
believe in segregation Whatever your 
soul tells you to  paint
A door squeaking closed with 
*SQUEAK* comic text A painting 
that implies the artist is very mature  
Social practice gone horribly  wrong
Turtle with a sock puppet hand



Opening an urn (of ashes) and 
realising it was swapped with the 
mayonnaise A silent-but-deadly 
painting
"You know who you are" in a slim 
casual  serif
All the facial hair you've ever grown 
plucked out and weaved into the 
canvas (quite sparse) Intersectional    
privilege    in    food,    ie:    banana    
split,    chocolate    croissant    etc 
Super Soakers refilling each other, 
community support,  etc
A painting without adblocker A big 
fat no
Gouache thinned with fluro dish 
washing  liquid
Never ending soccer ball pattern with 
a little Ghanaian kid in the 



foreground Abstract of all the dips 
you can find in 2 hours (unlimited 
budget, no teleporting) Pepsi water
Seven drawers, one with a face 
sneaking out Cocktail frankfurts in 
Lucida  Handwriting
Your most emotionally isolated friend 
wrapped in glad wrap A dark wizard 
on a hill
A deafeningly bright computer screen 
enveloping a sex scene in its   glow
A scooter chained to a fence (but not 
really bc you can't chain up scooters) 
A brown sunset
A CD-R with your sketches on it A 
prince riding a speckled  horse



An underwater pillow
Landfill full of USBs full of  selfies
The front cover of a zone you planned on 
making but never did Kombucha   mushroom   
with   a   face   drinking   red   bull USB 80.0 
(looks like tar)
cont.
Traffic     jam     inside     a     FireWire     cable  
Empty swimming pool full of USBs full of 
confessions Cannibal computers
The kick drum that saved a  nation
A nice composition of all the things you'd buy 
with the money from selling said painting A 
Ouija board to talk to dead  painters
A confusing quintuple negative A candy cruise
The    20    sexiest    objects    you    can    find    
in    your    house    in    60    seconds        A        
rap        show        with        all        the        house        



lights        on        full        bore A brick wall with 
thick layers of white paint that creates little faces 
in the daubs and bubbles A sandwich to the 
moon!
Your   kids   looking   through   all   the   selfies   
you   ever   took  An                        annoying                        
little                        cis Your    local    milk    bar    
owners    asleep    in    their    bed Bio-likes,             
organic             social             media             etc 
The most marginalised person in the world with 
a nike sponsorship A whole new world
Denim     canvas     with     bright     green     
loose     strokes The   exact   number   of   
images   that   exist   in   the   world The reverse 
side of iconic paintings' canvas when held to 
light The old coriander or parsley  game
Boy after tragedy learning to live with apple 
eyes A total n00b!



A        crowd        pleaser Painting that 
apologises for itself White people having  
revelations
An interview in a popular art magazine asking 
you absurdly specific questions about your 
childhood        (eg        how        did        George        
from        6C        break        his        arm)    A 
supportive message to a friend who doesn't even 
come and see the painting on show    Rooms                          
laid                          out                          as                          
websites 'Behind the scenes' of a website, lil 
workers inside your browser backend operating 
the CSS by hand
Beautiful painting and secret puzzle that decodes 
to say "I'm stuck in the storeroom help" Line 
painting with chalk made from 2pac's exhumed  
bones
Tree in a backyArd



A thirsty athlete catching a glass of 
hail and intently watching it   melt
A collaboration!! cont.
The last man standing (after we reach 
singularity and all get wheels)        A 
pair of shoes cut perfectly in half on a 
granite block with a sliced lemon Just         
a         lil         something         to         
get         you         going   A studied 
projection map of said paintings 
value depreciation over time The 
'course' in discourse
Wet                                                                                                                                
water Two houses on either side of a 



very tightly stretched canvas so it 
slowly rips in half over time 
somehow
Hamburger                                                     
A hat with a dent in the top that won't 
pop out Transient warlock strolling 
into the  7/11
A map to hidden treasure (other 
slightly better paintings) Trains 
wearing cool hats
Group of black men looking confused 
about patriotic holiday Packet of fries 
but half are sticks that just look like 
fries Battalion   from   an   Asian   
army   in   full   Phat   Farm  Soft           
drink           looking           extra           
soft Someone tying shoelaces up 
while their other foot is on  fire



Pink and green shirt that says 'don't 
call me bb' on a cadaver on a 
university medical bench Giant  
t-shirt  as  big  as  a  stadium  (with  a  
stadium  next  to  it  for  size  
reference            A      beard      that      
naturally      grows      to      spell      
out      the      word      'patience'  A    
cricket    player    standing    in    their    
backyard    practicing    waiting    
their    turn      A net artist partial to 
folk rock
A     picture     that     evokes     "how     
does     she     do     it?" Overalls that 
look like a person is wearing them 
but just filled with arms Woman     
with     an     afro     using     the     
web     on     her     phone A train full 
of spies targeting one person but none 



of them realise      The UN summit 
for spies and they all look the  same
A      piece      of      piss A baguette 
with handrails
Newborn animal naturally emerging 
from peeled  banana
A  skylike  blue  gradient  with  a  
small  zip  lock  bag  of  rubbish  
falling  or  rising Rusted                                                                                                            
iPad White, grey and cream 
rectangles on canvas as buffed graffiti 
accidental abstraction Denim patterns
Cheese collage as typical lactose 
proposition A link you can't click cos 
it's paint dummy Cabbage with a six 
pack
Nandos in the wild cont.



Green ground (maybe grass) A bum 
with pecs
A tv sneaking out of the room quietly 
as not to disturb two lovers Google 
ants
The girl who liked every facebook 
fan page Monster truck on an off day
Things getting interesting
Plein air of your friend asleep on the 
couch  Portrait of your housemate not 
winning a  Grammy
Paint yourself into all the install shots 
on contemporary art daily 20 grassy 
hills in order of size
A close up of a jeans pocket that 
could have anything in it! Tiny 
teddies loosely scattered around  
facebook



Psychic painting show of install shots 
from the 5 exhibitions after yours 
Unpopular opinions in copperplate  
gothic
Weather woman begging listeners to 
stock up on food for their own sake A 
woman talking to a man wearing a 
shirt that says  'kewl'
An unlikely bus full of ppl with asmr 
staring at each other tenderly 2pac in 
Atlantis
Your national anthem with a question 
mark after each line 
Filipino-Jamaican wifi
A steel bucket with a dent that says a 
lot about its owner 100 men on 
recliners ordered by a skin tone 
gradient Hologram of little old you



Huge all white canvas with a 
comparatively tiny 2 panel 'who dun 
it' comic in the corner Close up of an 
undone top button, very relaxed  
painting
Loaf of bread shoved into a cereal 
box (doesn't fit box is tearing) and a 
gun Crisps
Basketball player playing with 
emoticon basketball with matching or 
conflicting expressions The sound of 
a door opening but door is obviously  
closed
The real truth
Blurry versions of your old paintings 
All the login details you ever had 
Social practice gone horribly wrong 
Fan art for yourself



Storyboard for guiding interactions 
that occur in close proximity to said 
painting Perfect and never ending 
painting inside a sphere but you can't 
get inside to see it Flask with 
milkshake in it
cont.
Simon Denny solo show at the 
supermarket Large tree wearing a 
watch
A cave with reebok sweatbands on all 
the  stalagmites



A bookmark hanging over the top of 
an empty  canvas
The receipts from buying materials to 
make said painting, coupled with the 
rights to claiming materials on tax
Copy iconic paintings and attempt to 
remove any art dialogue or historical 
weight by returning them to the 
context of their  subject
Sweat stains where the canvas' 
armpits would be Couple eating fruit 
in the  shower
Handrails on clothes after holding 
hands falls out of  fashion
Raised eyebrow forehead lines on 
seemingly loose stretched canvas A 
family of hats



Steal a collectors wallet and paint 
everything you bought with their cash 
Chubby safety pins
'A fav becoming a feeling' 
metamorphic process Shadow of a 
shadow
George Foreman X Simon Denny 
promotional campaign Man in shirt 
walking down the  street
Heavy breathing in the deli  queue
Close up comparison of different 
translucent sugar  drinks
Painting with dirty dogs, coaxing 
them round to make a composition 
All of your skin flattened out into a  
rectangle
Carrot
Gargoyles on food trucks



100 litres of gravy poured over ikea 
ball pit 1000s of gumboots stapled  
together
A dim lit creaky and eerily bare room  
with only an extension cord plugged 
into   itself
A comparison of various roofing 
options with strong (yet to be 
decided) conceptual framework 
Paintings signed as one of the artists 
in an upcoming group show delivered 
to the gallery before the actual artist 
delivers theirs
Paintings signed as one of the artists 
in an upcoming group show delivered 
to the gallery before the actual artist 
delivers theirs



Menus      in      the      wild Socks on 
the floor tiled pattern Handwritten 
lists of wifi  networks
Live paint the conversation you can 
hear through your studio wall A 
smiling flower

cont.
A big speech bubble with lines to 
write on Use very cold paint for a 
refreshing touch A                  'filler'                  
painting Paint yourself into someone's  
tweet
Put paint up your nose and cry onto 
the canvas like Guinness world 
records   lady



Anthropomorphised steak family 
IKEA bag full of teeth
Natural fluro Flooro
Guys wearing white on a boat
Glass of milk being skulled by news 
reporter who thinks he's off camera 
Grainy footage of the tony elwood 
sex  tape
Curtains mostly hiding 'the real 
painting' Bubble wrapped paintings
Small plant upside down on a chair 
with the branches spread like legs 
Whatever the last painting made will 
look  like
Retweet friendly painting
An art journal full of prominent 
writers just say "fuck this, fuck that" 
An entire community based on 
leaving things on the  floor



A warlock showing a bit of ass 
Curators-only heaven
Person realising the guy they punched 
in the face wasn't Damien Hirst Inside 
of a bus from the perspective of the  
bus
Water freezing inside your throat and 
cutting you 16 black cows together at 
last
A round tree behind your bald dad for 
green afro  effect
Roads with cute and quirky patterns 
(fruit in pastel colours etc) Repaints 
those works from that residency you 
did on that cruise ship A universal 
margin of error
Water gone mad



Clickable sausage links that take you 
to websites made from flesh instead 
of code Wooden barn so full of trees
Series of announcements of the death 
of mediums occasionally used in 
"mixed media"   works.
i.e "Expander Foam Is Dead" Nature's 
plinths
An    egg    built    into    a    slice    of    
toast Someone who refers to their 
own eyes as 'browsers' cont.
Shadows of paintings on the sea floor 
not even hung New     watermarks     
over     your     old     paintings A 
painting going crazy on another  
painting
Dust         and         hairs         on         
white         canvas A shadow of some 
other painting edging over the canvas 



Someone else's painting with a little 
speck of vomit on it Black squiggly 
lines
Canadian flag vertically food dyed 
into a glass of water, incredible Your 
friend's vision board



Fitted sheet over all the wheelie bins 
outside an  apartment
Speed paint every photo in your 
instagram feed in real time until 
instagram is shut   down
"I liked every photo Vin Diesel has 
posted on Facebook and I'm not 
stopping now" in Verdana 
Translucent stickers layered
Cross section of a full belly False 
alarm
Being a good guy

that was the chorus, now get ready for 
the  verse:



my personal brand is man slowly 
revealing himself.



high, low,medium: spectrum

i am a medium because i can 
acknowledge i am just like everyone   
else,
i am the son of my history, maybe i 
can stretch that to being the father of 
my future, as a medium and a father 
here are some predictions for my 
future and my   son:

rain evolves to block wifi causing a 
collective gasp from all humans and 
animals, which rids the earth of 
oxygen



hold your breath without breathing  
in,

the first contact with extraterrestrial 
life will be mistaken for an internet 
prank, and so will your best love,

i think the future is better for most 
people when i predict  it,
even without oxygen we can still 
examine and appreciate our own 
lives, we could do it better, i'm not 
sure if we even need oxygen dat 
much, i'm starting a   petition
Wow, i am real, my gosh, this is 
amazing, i feel incredible, yes, yes, 
yes yes yes,



i can win, i feel great, i can do this, 
yes, i'm home, i'm alive, this is all a 
miracle, I'm awake, i'm wide awake, i 
am a man,
i come from an extremely long line of 
women, yes. i celebrate being male 
by acknowledging my father's 
mistakes.

patriarchy is like wifi, its all around 
u, sometimes you can't see it, but you 
can feel it, even if u don't have the 
password, it doesn't stand for  
anything, 
notice my own frame rate as i walk to 
the shop to buy bread and   melon,



touching different loaves without a 
cognitive relationship with any of 
these breads, bruised and obvious 
latency but hey boy you're lag is  
cute,

a word at the tip of your tongue and 
you can only use your face to find it, 
all you can do is scrunch that face 
into an uglier version of your parents  
face,

our collective conscious vs your 
broadband connection in a winner 
takes all speedtest dot net race, a 
blood less coup,
outdated fingers, 1991 ankles, classic 
throwback,



rappers used to be hyper aware of 
their own mortality, a trend i found 
very beautiful and redeeming: a dead 
michael jordan's lucky shorts, a 
chasm of emp teed clairvoyance, a 
finite resource.

even though your balance is zero you 
can still shop with paypal, best,
hamishi



thanks


